Circular dichroism studies of the structure of DNA complex with berberine.
The binding of the benzodioxolo-benzoquinolizine alkaloid, berberine chloride to natural and synthetic DNAs has been studied by intrinsic and extrinsic circular dichroic measurements. Binding of berberine causes changes in the circular dichroism spectrum of DNA as shown by the increase of molar ellipticity of the 270nm band, but with very little change of the 240nm band. The molar ellipticity at the saturation depends strongly on the base composition of DNA and also on salt concentration, but always larger for the AT rich DNA than the GC rich DNA. The features in the circular dichroic spectral changes of berberine-synthetic DNA complexes were similar to that of native DNA, but depends on the sequence of base pairs. On binding to DNA and polynucleotides, the alkaloid becomes optically active. The extrinsic circular dichroism developed in the visible absorption region (300-500nm) for the berberine-DNA complexes shows two broad spectral bands in the regions 425-440nm and 340-360nm with the maximum varying depending on base composition and sequence of DNA. While the 425nm band shows less variation on the binding ratio, the 360nm band is remarkably dependent on the DNA/alkaloid ratio. The generation of the alkaloid associated extrinsic circular dichroic bands is not dependent on the base composition or sequence of base pairs, but the nature and magnitude of the bands are very much dependent on these two factors and also on the salt concentration. The interpretation of the results with respect to the modes of the alkaloid binding to DNA are presented.